
Dear lir. Stern, 	k 177' (,- 	 1/8/85 

I hope that, an you lauyora nay, the document epeaks for itaolf. And that 
you have time for the 15 pages and that it interests you. 

I've not discuased this with Mark Lynch or Jim Loser bacauee 1  believe I 
should not, at least until after it is filed and than only if they want to 
discuss it. When the re.T and Judge Smith created a conflict of interest, the 
Nader people represented Jim Loser and nark Igen represented ma, I think an 
well as possible in the face of obvious prejudice and bias. And the campaign 
against FOIA and lawyers willing to serve those who cannot pay them. I think a 
little resear$ would turn up sone cases. l reeall one against the LC bar. 

I bnli:v that after sly eeeeonel expertence with official nandoeIty, wed it 
taints all my cases - and in this instance the decision in based on two lies that 
t.L771,-. ride 2114aT airs lies 4 as the avert dlehoneety of the deolsion, what I 
tried to say had to be said, if only for history. En banns are not very comoon. 
I also believe net no lawyer could file this and hue) to keep hie peeetioe end 
not be unfair tc any clients, 

I's sorry that I had to file a retyped rough draft but my wife and I are 
not well, I even mo re weary, and I wanted to get it done before the respiratory 
troubles I have had this time in recent year limit me oven more. She copies to 
thn court and the MO well go out in teeorrow' mail with thin if the predicted 
cold and uindohill coos not keep no in the house. 

If you are interested and. havo Env ciacstions, I autreveny home fro= my 
daily therapy by 10:30, except that this Thursday my wife had a medical appoint- 
eaat•that will deeay out retwea 	about 

I'm sorry that it is boycott my preeent capabilities to include a earn, of 
the decision, but "ark and wim have them and they can be gotten at the court. 

I do not want to leplu that the dal gNia- see is raatribtad to pco bone 
lawyers for the poor. In context this can be onornouely costly and frustrating 
fur the wealthiest corporations and their prestiegaus and eeeeeeive counsel. 
And, pateni-tally, all the media. 

In the ltetted space I could not go into all the factual errors but if 
that interests you I as more that Loser has made a list of them, Be hen in the 
past. 

itAtie film principle and an opeoetunity to moot what I regard as my 
obligations, this manna nothing to me, except the months ot Social Security 
onecks they'll gat if they cone 41512 what timith awarded them and, as may be 
possible, I an foreclosed from doing anything by technicalities. Withopt a 
finding of fact, without trial, without oven OVid61100 produced by the iet1 and DJ. 
But if your people cane fron eastern Europe, as mine did at the tine of the 
Pogroms -I'm the first born in this coury - I think you may understand that 
I rew.,mrd this, as all of my recent worke no nore than what I owe lett merely having 
been born hare - and free. 

	

1 don't hav!.? any zec.son 	belive that the major mod5a ic at all tumour ad 
about the official merulacity with which it has coexisted for no long, but I an 
holdee that it can ace a threat to it and eerhepa ieteeeet itaelf. 

Thanks for your time and. for anything you say be able to do. 

Beet wlehos for a coed Year, 

et-je("el f• 


